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The dawning of a new millennium seems unlikely to produce a distinctive feature in the geological record. If you are around to read this text then clearly the ‘millennium bug’ did not produce a mass extinction event. The most likely candidate could be a characteristic geochemical layer (?elevated P-Mg-K) formed by fall-out from innumerable and only slightly diachronous firework displays. Overall, in geological terms, there is more sense in seeking multiples of millennia to celebrate. Ten millennia back and Scotland was only just emerging from the last Ice Age. We must go back further, past Tertiary igneous activity around 50 000 millennia, to find most Scottish geology emerging beyond 250 000 millennia. Perhaps the most striking coincidence with appropriate dates occurs at 1 000 000 millennia, that is 1000 Ma, and is the subject of this volume’s cover picture; the arresting image is of Suilven (731 m) in the NW Highlands. The mountain is an outlying relic/inselberg of Torridonian sandstone resting unconformably on Archaean Lewisian gneiss. The oldest Torridonian sandstone is believed to be about 1000 Ma old and represents part of a terrestrial deposit composed of unmetamorphosed fluvial arkosic sandstones which filled rift basins and palaeovalleys within the contemporary land surface. The exposed surface of Lewisian gneiss, exhumed by erosion of the overlying sandstone, therefore approximates to the land surface of embryonic Scotland one million millennia ago. The Lewisian gneiss takes us back more than twice as far to the generation of the first Scottish rocks almost three million millennia ago. Beyond that is the origin of the Earth, most certainly an event worth celebrating.
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